
The Evolution of Endpoint Security

Automated Moving Target Defense technology secures 

runtime memory against unknown and undetectable 

attacks 

Enhanced anti-ransomware protection with 

comprehensive prevention of attack phases, from initial 

access to encryption/impact   

Continuous application inventory visibility and 

risk-based vulnerability prioritization 

CORE CAPABILITIES

BENEFITS
Stops the advanced attacks that evade NGAV, EPP, 

and EDR/XDR 

Reduces costs and boosts operational efficiency. 

Ultra lightweight 6MB agent slashes false positive 

alerts and increases security with no extra staff needed  

Secures legacy workstations back to Windows 7. 

No internet connection or downtime for deployment 

or maintenance needed

Easy to use, cloud-managed, ultra-lightweight agent 

is quickly and easily deployed without rebooting. 

Protects physical and virtual (VDI) endpoints without 

configuration

Prevents fines, lawsuits, and brand damage from 

security breaches and compliance failures  

TruGreen slashed false positives by 95 percent and 

cut costs by two-thirds 

PACCAR: "Morphisec fills the gaps of our XDR solution 

for a true defense in depth strategy with minimal 

footprint and few false positives.” 

RESULTS

The fundamental problem is that 
NGAV needs malware file signatures 
from previous attacks to detect 
malicious files and respond to them. 
EPP and EDR/XDR need behavior 
patterns based on previous attacks 
to detect and respond to them. 

The necessity of matching a new 
attack to previous attacks presents 
a critical security gap for detection-
based solutions. It means they can’t 
reliably stop unknown attacks or 
undetectable attacks which hide in 
runtime memory where these tools 
can’t effectively scan. To quantify this 
gap, Morphisec analyzed data from 
the Picus Labs 2023 Red Report, 
which examined 500,000 malware 
samples, along with data from 
5,000+ Morphisec customers, nine 
million endpoints, and 10,000+ daily 
incidents. Detection-based solutions 
struggle to stop at least three of the 
top 10 MITRE ATT&CK techniques
—a critical 30 percent security gap. 

The 30% Runtime 
Memory Security Gap 

Detection-based endpoint security 
solutions like NGAV, EPP, and EDR/XDR 
are adequate at stopping known, 
file-based cyberattacks. But news 
headlines offer daily evidence they 
don’t stop the more sophisticated, 
undetectable threats, like zero-days 
and the polymorphic, fileless, 
in-memory threats used in 
ransomware and supply chain attacks.  
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For Windows Endpoints

https://blog.morphisec.com/runtime-attacks-in-memory
https://blog.morphisec.com/runtime-attacks-in-memory
https://www.picussecurity.com/hubfs/Red%20Report%202023/RedReport2023-Picus.pdf?hsCtaTracking=a6b9f00e-0309-4be1-9d07-ec3bbd7ffe4c%7Ce5400384-e2ec-4a46-97ac-bbdfedf8c6e2


Morphisec system requirements 
Supported Microsoft operating systems: Windows 7 SP1 (32/64 bit), Windows 7 Embedded 
Standard + Embedded Standard SP1 + Windows Embedded POS Ready 7, Windows 7, Windows 8 + 
8.1, Windows 10, Windows 11, Windows IoT 

Disk Space: 30MB minimum  

Probabilistic technologies like NGAV, EPP, and EDR/XDR must be set to high sensitivity 
to detect stealthy, evasive cyberattacks, generating overwhelming false alerts and analyst triage. 
Morphisec stops attacks deterministically, so you can reduce the sensitivity of existing solutions 
and increase operational efficiency. 

Morphisec does not monitor or collect personal data, and secures physical and virtual 
endpoints, including VMware Horizon View and Citrix. We seamlessly integrate with Microsoft 
Defender (AV, Plan 1, or Plan 2), or as a companion with other endpoint security solutions.

Unlike detection-based solutions, 
Morphisec’s patented AMTD technology 
doesn’t need a signature or behavior pattern 
to detect and stop a threat. Instead, 
Morphisec proactively prevents attacks by 
creating a dynamic attack surface in runtime memory 
that threat actors can’t penetrate. AMTD regularly morphs 
(randomizes) application memory, APIs, and other operating 
system resources during runtime, leaving decoys in their place. Effectively it continuously moves 
the doors to the house, hiding real doors and leaving fake doors in their place. Any code that tries 
to open a fake door is trapped for forensic analysis and triggers an alert notification. Even if a threat 
actor could find a real door—it won’t be there when they return, stopping adversaries from reusing 
an attack on the same endpoint, let alone on other endpoints. 

Automated Moving Target 
Defense: The Next Evolution 
of Endpoint Security 

Gartner calls AMTD “the future of cyber” and says, “Automated moving 
target defense is an emerging game-changing technology for 
improving cyber defense.” 1

“With our previous security platform, we used to get as many 
as fifty alerts each day. Now, we get maybe one or two.”    

https://www.morphisec.com/hubfs/Morphisec%20-%20TruGreen%20Case%20Study.pdf


Footnotes
1. Gartner® Report: Emerging Tech: Security—The Future of Cyber is Automated Moving Target Defense 
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About Morphisec
Morphisec provides prevention-first security against the most advanced threats to stop the attacks 
that others don’t, from endpoint to the cloud. Morphisec's software is powered by Automated 
Moving Target Defense (AMTD) technology, the next evolution of cybersecurity. AMTD stops 
ransomware, supply chain attacks, zero-days, and other advanced attacks. Gartner® research 
shows that AMTD is the future of cyber. AMTD provides an ultra-lightweight, Defense-in-Depth 
security layer to augment solutions like NGAV, EPP and EDR/XDR. We close their runtime memory 
security gap against the undetectable cyberattacks with no performance impact or extra staff 
needed. Over 5,000 organizations trust Morphisec to protect nine million Windows and Linux 
servers, workloads, and endpoints. Morphisec stops thousands of advanced attacks daily at 
Lenovo, Motorola, TruGreen, Covenant Health, Citizens Medical Center, and many more.

https://engage.morphisec.com/gartner-automated-moving-target-defense
https://www.morphisec.com/schedule
https://engage.morphisec.com/gartner-automated-moving-target-defense



